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In Summer 2024 Nordea Group Finland will hire hundreds of summer trainees. The 

application period for Summer Trainee is open from 8th of January until 31st of January 

2024.  

 

Career Areas 

Administration / Back office / Support 

In administration, back office and support you can work in various tasks supporting the 

business and their needs. These tasks divide into many of the bank’s different business 

areas and provide a great opportunity to learn more about the banking industry. In these 

positions you will be working closely with stakeholders in multiple channels, and for 

these positions we value good team-spirit with a flexible mindset, as well as a self-driven 

approach to versatile tasks.  

These positions are mainly located in Helsinki, Vallila. 

 

Credit Management and Analysis  

In credit management, you will be working on various credit-related tasks, assisting for 

example with credit decisions, or in credit analysis. You will be creating added value for 

customers by finding the most suitable credit decisions for them. For these roles, we 

especially value an energetic and fearless mindset, as well as a passion for finance and 

credit.  

These positions are located in Helsinki, Vallila. 

 

Customer service / Banking advisor 

In customer service roles, you will have a front seat for learning the bank’s ways of 

acting. You will be handing personal, tailored and inclusive advisory to a new generation 

of customers. Join us and help make tomorrow a little better than today - one piece of 

advice at a time.  

In customer service, you will be learning extremely useful communication and sales 

skills. Don’t worry about previous experience, you will succeed with a passion for helping 

customers and a positive mindset. 

There are possibilities in multiple business areas, such as personal banking, business 

banking and Nordea Finance. We also have more sales minded customer service roles 

open all around Finland. 

Customer service roles have the most open positions and are located all around Finland. 
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Insurance / Pensions 

Nordea Life provides a great opportunity to challenge yourself in the insurance and 

pensions area. There are opportunities in the customer service unit and other business 

functions, such as financial services. You will be working closely with internal and 

external customers in multiple channels, supporting the business and of course 

networking and learning about the insurance business.  

These roles are located in Kaisaniemi, Helsinki.   

 

Private banking 

In Private banking, you will be helping Nordea to create the best possible service for our 

premium customers. As a summer trainee in Private banking, you will have various 

tasks, such supporting with back-office related matters, and preparing customer 

meetings. For these roles, we value the ability to adjust in a fast and ever-changing 

environment. Previous working experience from the banking industry is considered an 

advantage. 

These positions are located in Helsinki, Vallila. 

 

Financial crime prevention   

In Financial crime prevention, you will play an extremely important role in fighting 

financial crime. You will be learning about anti-money laundering, transaction monitoring 

and reporting, and KYC (know your customer). For these roles, being able to stay 

composed and organized in a high-pace environment is highly valued. This is a perfect 

opportunity for someone interested in compliance and financial crime to take their first 

career steps! 

These positions are located all around Finland. 

 

IT / Technology (IT)   

These positions are mainly located in Helsinki (Vallila) and some IT-positions are open in 

Oulu or Joensuu. English is the only mandatory language skill in IT and Tech units. 

Software Development  
Creating outstanding IT deliveries to customers and bringing the bank into the future by 

creating a digital powerhouse.  Working together with the rest of your multidisciplinary 

agile product team. You understand practices of reactive, OOP or functional 
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programming. You are interested in i.e. Java, Javascript, Angular, Typescript or Spring 

Boot development. 

Requirements and analysis  
Grooming deliveries and requirements from business with the team to meet customer 

expectations and deliver high quality IT solutions. You are collaborative and achieve 

your expectations through communication and teamwork. You are curious, responsive 

and can understand the needs of others to ensure delivery of the desired results.   

Quality Assurance and Testing  
Quality Assurance capability, consistently assessing and measuring the quality of all 

software deliveries, through a large degree of automation.  You want to perform code 

reviews and clean coding. You are interested in unit/integration/e2e/accessibility testing 

tools.   

Engineering System  
Setting up development environments, build and deployment jobs, automating the build 

and deployment processes, coordinating releases and collecting statistics and running 

analyses.   

Core Technology   
Delivering common infrastructure & platforms, conducting application maintenance and 

providing end-user service and support.   

 

Please submit your application through our website www.nordea.com/fi/ura. 

https://www.nordea.com/fi/ura

